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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Hawkish ECB speak to limit downside for EUR   

USD Data void to give the greenback space to drift higher 

JPY In the headlights as investors await announcement of new BoJ Governor     

GBP Fears of a peak in rates to weigh          

 
Overnight comment – A long fight   

Yesterday evening the Fed’s Waller noted “We are seeing that effort begin to pay off, but 
we have farther to go….and, it might be a long fight, with interest rates higher for longer 
than some are currently expecting”. The usually more dovish John Williams noted that 
the Dec Dot plot was still a solid guide to policy. It sees rates peaking in the 5.0~5.25% 
region and remaining there all year. Kashkari noted that there was not much evidence 
that “the hikes we’ve done so far are having much effect on the labour market…so that 
tells me we need to do more”. In the Asian session, equities were mixed, with China the 
main gainer, Japan flat and much of the rest of Asia lower. The DXY index edged lower.  
 

USD/JPY was a little volatile with the moves blamed on algos. The pair traded between 
130.80 and 131.63 carving out the bulk of the day’s range within a few seconds, with a 
news article on Yamaguchi as the possible trigger. The substance of the article was that 
if Yamaguchi was nominated with a mandate to tighten policy, it might split the LDP. 
MoF’s weekly flows data showed Japanese investors as net buyers of foreign bonds in 
the week to 3 February, hinting that the heavy selling of foreign bonds seen through most 
of 2022 may be ebbing somewhat. USD/JPY sits around 131.30 as Europe opens.  
 

German inflation was soft but not quite as soft the figure that Eurostat used to estimate 
German inflation when it complied the first estimate of eurozone CPI, implying a mild 
upside revision when the second Eurozone CPI estimate is released. EUR/USD was little 
changed through the Asian session and sits at 1.0730 as European trade gets 
underway. The RICS house price index was a little weaker than expected. Nonetheless, 
GBP/USD edged higher through Asian trade to sit around 1.21 as Europe opens.   

              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

UK – RICS house prices (DI, Jan)  -45/-42 

GE – German CPI (%YoY, Jan) 10.0/9.6 

US – Weekly jobless claims (k) 190/183 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. The delayed German CPI data are due today. To the extent that Eurostat’s 

estimate proves correct then the risks seem to be on the downside. From the ECB Nagel, 
De Cos and Guindos all speak, while Lagarde participates in the EU leaders’ summit. 
Recent UK housing data have been less downbeat. Yesterday, one of the UK house 
builders said that sales were showing signs of life in January, while the Halifax house 
price index was flat in the month of January after a series of declines. The RICS house 
price index is projected to dip a little further in January but the lows seem to be near. The 
BoE’s Bailey, Haskel, Tenreyro testify at the TSC. 
  
US. With the US labour market in focus following the blow-out payrolls report the weekly 

jobless claims are the data highlight today. Anecdotal evidence of layoffs in the tech 
sector is certainly not showing up in the labour market data to date.  

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
2023 was always going to be a difficult year for G10 central banks. Too early for most to pause  

Later today the Riksbank is expected to hike its policy rate by 50bp to 3.0%, against the backdrop of a rapidly softening housing 
market, elevated inflation and a weak currency. A new governor and deputy governor add uncertainty to the decision. All 
respondents to the Bloomberg survey see a hike with the bulk looking for 50bp, with a number of analysts also looking for the 
Riksbank to announce plans to start active QT rather than just not re-investing maturing bonds. The macro outlook for Sweden 
is poor and will be confirmed by the Riksbank’s new forecasts. Despite the poor outlook, the Riksbank’s rate path is not seen 
pushing lower during the forecast period. Indeed, it may be the case that the path includes further hikes, especially as the ECB 
has already promised a 50bp hike and SEK weakness is a growing concern.    
 
Policymakers across the G10 continue to suggest that rate cuts are unlikely in 2023. In some countries a single data point has 
altered the debate and spurred expectations of on-going rate hikes. The two data points that come to mind are the Australian 
CPI and US non-farm payrolls. After the Riksbank meeting there will be a pause across the G10 until 22 February when the 
RBNZ meets. Most G10 central banks are likely to push rates higher at their next meeting and we suspect at the subsequent 
meeting too. The BoC seems like an exception. It has said that it is pausing.  
 
The macroeconomic outlook has improved in recent months. The two mains drivers have been lower energy costs in Europe 
and the re-opening of China. Risk assets have enjoyed good run in recent months, helped by benign US inflation data and 
lower energy costs. We suspect that the next few months will be less benign as central banks continue to nudge rates higher 
and insist that they will keep policy tight until inflation is under control. Whilst Fed Chair Powell may not have taken the 
opportunity to ramp up the rhetoric, a number of his colleagues have stressed that rates are going higher and cuts are not 
likely this year. The greenback has been under pressure since the start of the year but we expect the decline will ease in the 
short run as asset markets take a breather.      
        
            

Rates continue to head higher in Q1…            …with limited cuts priced in later in 2023 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg (assumes 50bp hike from Riksbank) 
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FX forecasts (as of 30 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 130 128 123 120 120

EUR/USD 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.14

GBP/USD 1.24 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.33

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86

EUR/JPY 142 141 138 137 137

GBP/JPY 161 160 159 157 160
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This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author(s). It has not been prepared by an 

independent research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to 

promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment 

research.  

 

This publication is not a “research report” as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) Regulations 1.71 and 23.605 
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other applicable securities laws. This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho to market any 
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assets, businesses or undertakings described herein, or any other financial instrument, nor is it an offer to participate in any trading or other 

strategy, nor a disclosure document under applicable laws, rules, regulations or guidelines. These materials and the content of any related 

presentation are confidential and proprietary and may not be passed on to any third party and are provided for informational purposes only. As a 

general rule you will not have a right to terminate early any transaction entered into – if you wish to do so, losses may be incurred by you Mizuho 

shall have no liability for any losses you may incur as a result of relying on the information herein or in any related presentation. 

 

The information contained in this publication may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or economic 

environment. Mizuho has no obligation to update any information contained in this publication. Past performance is not indicative of future 

performance. 

 

This Publication has not been nor will be submitted to, or reviewed by, any regulatory authority.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 

nothing contained herein is in any way intended by Mizuho to offer, solicit and/or market any financial instrument, product or service, or to act as 

any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever.  A recipient must complete its own independent analysis of the financial 

instrument, product or service and receive all information it requires to make its own decision, investment or otherwise, including, where applicable, 

a review of any prospectus, prospectus supplement, offering circular or memorandum describing such item. The information contained in this 

Publication has been obtained from public sources and such information is believed to be correct and reliable but has not been independently 
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